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INNERGEX ANNOUNCES DIRECTOR ELECTION RESULTS 
 

 

LONGUEUIL, Quebec, May 16, 2019 – Innergex Renewable Energy Inc. (TSX: INE) (“Innergex” or the 

“Corporation”) announces that all nominees listed in the management information circular date April 9, 2019 

were elected as directors of the Corporation. 

 

The detailed results of the vote by ballot for the election of directors, which was held during the annual meeting 

of shareholders held on May 14, 2019 are as follows: 

 

 Votes For % Votes For Votes Withheld % Votes Withheld 

Jean La Couture 92,968,806 99.90 % 89,699 0.10 % 

Ross J. Beaty 92,940,026 99.87 % 118,479 0.13 % 

Nathalie Francisci 92,967,326 99.90 % 91,179 0.10 % 

Richard Gagnon 92,964,190 99.90 % 94,315 0.10 % 

Daniel Lafrance 92,891,836 99.82 % 166,669 0.18 % 

Michel Letellier 93,027,685 99.97 % 30,820 0.03 % 

Dalton Mcguinty 92,920,975 99.85 % 137,530 0.15 % 

Monique Mercier 89,365,187 96.03 % 3,693,318 3.97 % 

Ouma Sananikone 92,935,497 99.87 % 123,008 0.13 % 

 

The formal report on voting results with respect to all matters voted upon during the annual meeting of 

shareholders will be filed with the regulatory authorities shortly. 

 

About Innergex Renewable Energy Inc. 

The Corporation is an independent renewable power producer which develops, acquires, owns and operates 

hydroelectric facilities, wind farms and solar farms. As a global corporation, Innergex conducts operations in Canada, 

the United States, France and Chile. Innergex manages a large portfolio of assets currently consisting of interests in 

66 operating facilities with an aggregate net installed capacity of 1,988 MW (gross 2,888 MW), including 37 

hydroelectric facilities, 25 wind farms and four solar farms. Innergex also holds interests in seven projects under 

development with a net installed capacity of 870 MW (gross 948 MW), two of which are currently under construction 

and prospective projects at different stages of development with an aggregate gross capacity totaling 7,767 MW. 

Respecting the environment and balancing the best interests of the host communities, its partners, and its investors 

are at the heart of the Corporation's development strategy. Its approach for building shareholder value is to generate 

sustainable cash flows, provide an attractive risk-adjusted return on invested capital and to distribute a stable 

dividend. Innergex Renewable Energy Inc. is rated BBB- by S&P. The Corporation also owns an equity interest in 

two geothermal power generation plants in Iceland for which a sale agreement was reached in March 2019 and 

should be completed by the end of the second quarter of 2019. 
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